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Editorial
We hope you will find plenty of interest in another bumper issue of our
newsletter. Check out how we see ourselves moving forward in the
coming year (TBS priorities) and our early thoughts on the subject of
our April public meeting (Celebrate Bishopston Culture).
If you are still not fully aware of the work of TBS in its linked role in
developing Clean Air Bishopston (CAB), then the piece Clean Air
Bishopston - an update, gives links to our numerous website articles on
air pollution and associated issues, and informs you of the progress we
are making in this area.
If Bishopston can be considered to have a hub, then perhaps the
Gloucester Road acts as a somewhat elongated one. There can't be many
Bishopstonians who don't make use of its wide range of independent
shops, cafés and eateries on a regular, if not daily, basis. Peter Browne,
Hon Sec to Gloucester Road Enterprise and Trade (GRE&T) writes in
this issue (The Future of the Gloucester Road…) about the exciting
possibilities of accessing the government's Future High Streets Fund to
improve the Gloucester Road, a high street which is arguably already
considered to be the most successful in the country. Such a project,
based on a community led vision, could bring about wide-ranging
changes to make the Road an even more vibrant and desirable destination. As Peter warns though, this is unlikely to be very successful if local
traders and interested residents aren't committed to organising themselves effectively to achieve this. TBS hopes it may be able to play a
useful role in helping to get this project started and operational.
As always, Neil Embleton offers another interesting piece on both the
local and Bristol wide planning scene (Planning Report). In particular he
spells out a very clear warning of the implications of the government's
move to reduce previous restrictions and standards of the planning
system with its Permitted Development legislation. Not content with
this, the government is now pushing for even further exemptions on
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planning standards, under the guise of 'supporting the high street'.
Ironically, if this becomes law and was adopted piecemeal along the
Gloucester Road, it would have a huge, detrimental effect on the architectural quality and general appearance of the only recently designated
Gloucester Road Conservation Area.
That still leaves four more articles I haven't really space to mention.
So happy reading - and a Happy New Year.

Simon Randolph

*

*

*

*

TBS's priorities for 2019
Student consultancy and partnership with traders feature in our
updated TBS Strategy.
As most readers will be aware, The Bishopston Society is run by a small
elected committee and a group of valued helpers. Being accountable to
our members, the committee tries to make explicit the policies governing the way we work - from time to time at least.
So in late 2018 we "dusted off" our strategy and priorities, and now
report briefly on highlights of the operational and developmental
priorities we decided on.
Broadly, we reaffirmed the commitments made in 2017 to modernisation, diversification and impact. We also resolved to maintain
adequate attention to our "core business" operationally, and take on
carefully selected aspects of new development work.
Operationally, we aim in the 2018/19 year to maintain momentum on
three priorities, i.e. our planning work, our public meetings and our
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information and communications work. We're also trying to enhance
our profile in these areas, because (warning, here's the boastful bit) we
think we're doing a pretty good job but would like more people to know
about it!
Developmental priorities also agreed
evaluation and partnership development.

included

a

membership

Student project to examine what YOU think
We commissioned an independent evaluation of the views and wishes
of members and other stakeholders. We want to understand better
YOUR needs, wishes and desires, how well we are meeting them, and
the implications.
To achieve this, we needed outside independent support. We were
pleased to be successful in making a bid to UWE for a team of business
studies students taking an organisational development module to
undertake a project in this area, probably involving one or more
surveys.
Details were being negotiated as this newsletter went to press, but this
project is scheduled to run during February and March, so by the time
you read this, TBS members and other stakeholders should have heard
more about how and when you are being consulted.

Traders relationships
In recent years, we've focused increasingly intensively on pursuing our
goals in collaboration with other local organisations. Not least amongst
a wide range of partner organisations and friends, we've been working
with the local traders' organisations.
Development of relationships with traders for mutual advantage in dayto-day or strategic terms can be seen across a number of thematic areas.
Our 2018 meeting on the future of Gloucester Road, led, for example, to
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a range of ideas for how community organisations and traders could
work together to promote both economic and social objectives in
parallel with each other.
Initial meetings to pursue these plans were being arranged as this
newsletter was being finalised. Meanwhile the separate article in this
issue by Peter Browne of GRE&T gives his take on one area of collaboration that's already been proposed. And our established warm relationships with GRBID and Gloucester Road Central (the other two key
traders' organisations we anticipate working with more) are showing
promise in terms of further initiatives and areas for collaboration.
Watch this space for more details, and contribute your views via our
website (below) or student consultation (above)!

Resources, succession and sustainability
Finally, here's a comment on a dilemma we constantly face as your
elected committee. We're trying to be ambitious, but realistic - a key
tension inherent in Bishopston Society like most small community
organisations. We're ambitious over what we want to achieve, and how
we can make a difference, but are also trying to be realistic over the
resources we have at our disposal to do this.
Our main resource is the time that we, your committee members supported by a small team of valued helpers, give voluntarily. To avoid
burn-out this is necessarily limited, and (being mostly of a certain age)
we're also trying to factor in succession and bring in new blood. A
further example of our developmental priorities is therefore to
"motivate and recruit additional helpers and committee members,
planning for succession and sustainability"….
Thus we make no apology for ending this report with yet another
appeal for help! It's fun and rewarding to give some time up for TBS
work, and of course "many hands make light work", so if you think you
can contribute, even only a few hours a month, please get in touch, and
help make 2019 an even better year for the society.
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Further information

It needs co-ordinated capital schemes

A more formal, updated, statement of our strategy and current priorities
is at https://bishopstonsociety.org.uk/about/priorities.

(a) to manage traffic, parking and air quality,

More information on your current committee, valued helpers, their
roles and how you can help can be found at
https://bishopstonsociety.org.uk/about/committee/415-committee

(c) to identify what environmental improvements and services along
each part of the 2km of high street are needed and to provide these.

Nick Plant, TBS Chair

*

*

*

*

The Future of Gloucester Road The Future High Streets Fund
At the Bishopston Society's public meeting on the Future of Gloucester
Road last April, it was clear that Gloucester Road has been doing
relatively well, compared with many other high streets. However there
are signs of stress, as new, powerful social and environmental pressures
affect the retailing future of all high streets - in particular competition
from the internet.
Adapting to change
Up to now, Gloucester Road has survived recessions, competition from
out-of-town shopping and ever tightening parking restrictions. A high
street mainly of Independent small traders has been able to adapt more
quickly to short-term challenges than one dominated by lumbering corporations.
However the future of Gloucester Road is now also threatened not only
by internet shopping but also by increasing traffic and parking
congestion, dangerous air quality, large commercial buildings remaining vacant, graffiti, fly-posting, fly-tipping, poor street-cleaning, lack of
public toilets, obstructed pavements and old buildings poorly
maintained by absent landlords.
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(b) to acquire and if necessary re-purpose land and buildings,

Challenging change
While small independent traders are good at floating on the waves of
short-term change, they are ill-equipped to control changes to the
underlying political and social environment in which they have to
operate. Few have the time, skills or inclination to become involved in
joint action. They are too busy to go to meetings and most do not live
locally. They survive from day to day. Each business either adapts to
change by itself, or it closes down.
Isn't the Gloucester Road Business Improvement District supposed to
deal with these issues?
Well, only half of Gloucester Road is in the Business Improvement
District, the BID scheme may not be renewed when in runs out in April
and its funding (currently about £50,000 per year) is only enough to pay
for a part time manager to organise publicity schemes for its half of the
High Street. The BID cannot fund multi-million pound capital projects
for the whole of Gloucester Road.
Why should we care?
The high street is the beating heart of the community. It really matters
to us as residents that our high street is alive and well. Current research
shows that people want local high streets to provide convenience, a
sense of community and to add value through services not provided
online. This needs a clean and pleasant social environment for businesses and their customers, within a short travelling distance from home.
What is missing?
Traditionally, it has been the local authority's role to support the high
street, for example by using powers of planning control, compulsory
purchase and traffic management and by providing services, such as
street lighting and cleaning. However, Bristol is so cash-strapped it
cannot even provide public toilets or a full public library service. And
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even if the City Council had more money, relatively wealthy Bishopston
might be low down on the Mayor's spending priority list.
Future High Streets Fund
In October 2018 this year, central government set up a £675 million
Future High Streets Fund to help local high streets. Local areas will be
able to apply for up to £25 million each, setting out an overall vision for
their high street and offering proposals for specific, cost effective
improvements.
The money is aimed at long-term investment in infrastructure, tackling
congestion and converting empty buildings for housing and new workspaces.
Relevance to Gloucester Road
The Future High Streets Fund may be intended as a sweetener to
encourage big corporations to come up with ambitious re-development
proposals, using their own money as well. But someone else's plan to
'improve' Gloucester Road may not be what our businesses and local
residents want.
For people who love Gloucester Road, the prospect of accessing
£millions of funding could be the catalyst that encourages local stakeholders, with council support, to come up with their own plan for the
future of Gloucester Road.

Future High Streets Fund with the Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government, before work needs to start on more detailed
planning.
The first step for us would be to set up a Future Gloucester Road project
group. The group would initially register an "expression of interest
with the Ministry and the City Council and be a central reference point
for developing and implementing a community-led vision for the future
of Gloucester Road.
Maybe it needs The Bishopston Society, or perhaps the Community
Partnership, to take the lead in bringing together local residents' and
traders' organisations to form the project group?
Peter Browne Hon Sec to Gloucester Road Enterprise and Trade (GRE&T) the voluntary membership association for the whole of Gloucester Road
- and a North Road resident for 48 years
[Editor's comment: as this newsletter went to press, The Bishopston
Society's relationships with GRE&T, as well as with our friends in the
other local traders' groups, are under development, so by the time you
read this, Peter's question to us above will have been addressed further.
Latest details via www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk as always….]"

It may look like a daunting prospect, but to some extent we are ahead of
the game. We already have local groups campaigning on many of the
issues referred to earlier. The Future High Streets Fund could provide
the motivation and resources to create and implement, with expert help
where necessary, an ambitious joint vision for the future of Gloucester
Road.
First steps
Ideally a project like this should start with what the local community
wants from its high street, rather than a plan from above. The government is setting up a High Streets Task Force to help local leadership
with project planning. And I know of at least one consultancy which
would give initial advice at reasonable cost, if needed.
In Spring 2019, local groups can register 'Expressions of Interest' in the
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Busy Gloucester Road
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Future of Bristol's parks

prime aim of the BPR. It has been carefully looking at the best ways to
achieve this. One option that seemed worth pursuing was the idea of a
Charitable Trust, a scheme that has been adopted by Newcastle.
However, BCR felt that it would be wrong to hand over the ownership
and all responsibility for running the parks from the council to a charitable trust.
The model that has been set up in Bournemouth seemed more attractive
and this involves the running of its parks by joint ownership between a
charitable trust and the council. This is the Bournemouth Parks
Foundation and it has been the inspiration for how our Bristol and Bath
parks could be run. It was felt that we could learn from Bournemouth's
experience of setting up their pioneering effort while developing an
improved version.

Winter sunshine, St Andrews park
At present, Bristol's parks are in limbo. The cumulative effect of
swingeing cuts in government grants to local councils, in the guise of
austerity, has meant that Bristol Council no longer has the resources to
run and maintain its parks in a way that was previously possible before
this savage surgery was imposed.
Bristol Parks Forum (BPR) is the 'community voice' dedicated to all of
Bristol's green spaces. It works with Bristol City Council to ensure its
parks & green spaces are well looked after and to help local groups
enhance their green spaces. BPR is now moving towards a new and
potentially much more important role by taking on the responsibility of
ensuring the future survival and viability of our parks and strategies for
achieving this at a critical time when the council is no longer able, by
itself, to provide more than a skeletal parks budget.
Finding a guaranteed source of future funding for the proper
functioning and maintenance of healthy parks is now therefore the
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Bristol and Bath councils applied for a grant from the NESTA
Rethinking Parks programme and have been awarded £193,000 to help
get a charity set up that would operate as an organisation to be known
as The Bristol and Bath Parks Foundation. This would include all the
parks and green spaces held by the Bristol, Bath and Northeast
Somerset councils. The setting up of the new Foundation is being
managed by a steering group consisting of representatives from the two
Councils and the project partners. The steering group has appointed a
Project Manager to manage the process. The group is working closely
with Nesta and the other Rethinking Parks projects, particularly those in
Leeds and Redcar & Cleveland who are setting up similar Foundations.
An important early step is to find trustees for the Foundation. Another
priority is to develop a good communication system. The aim is to
launch the charity in June 2019 to coincide with Bristol Nature Week
and the role of the charity will be to raise money for the Foundation so
that funds are available to allow the parks to flourish. The Foundation
would raise the profile of its parks and it would be independent of all
three councils so that none was overall in charge.
Some of the aims of the Foundation include:
• Allowing residents, visitors, community organisations and
local businesses to support improvements and activities in parks
• Developing sustainable relationships between business,
parks and their communities
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Celebrate Bishopston Culture!

• Enabling public donations for specific projects both in individual
parks and across the cities
• Using innovative ideas to seek unrestricted public donations,
including legacies

TBS throws its doors open for April celebration of Bishopston's
world-class social life.

• Working with park groups and others to apply for grants

We all know that Bishopston is a handsome area, with streets of
attractive houses. It boasts the best high street in the country in the
shape of the Gloucester Road. It's by no means rural, but enjoys access
to parks, allotments and green spaces.

• Encouraging and facilitating more volunteering in parks
Other partners in the project are: The Natural History Consortium,
Bournemouth Parks Foundation, Quartet Community Foundation and
Bristol Green Capital Partnership.
Money raised by the charity for the Foundation would be in addition to
the budget input provided by the three councils. The Foundation's
policies and how money was spent would be accountable to the
trustees. Funding for all this planning and research has been guaranteed
for 12 months from June 2019.
Simon Randolph

But as well as the built, economic and natural environments, we love
Bishopston's social environment too. So we think it's time to celebrate
Bishopston's cultural amenities and social life! And the contributions
which local talent and innovation make beyond Bishopston, to Bristol,
the UK, and the world!
Furthermore, we want YOU (our members, and other local residents) to
set the agenda for this celebration, rather than setting it for you.
Which Bishopston cultural groups do you love, and why? What social events
and organisations do you want to tell others about? Which cultural icons in our
midst should we boast about beyond our boundaries? What unique, intriguing
and world-class contributions do Bishopston-borne people and ideas make?
Call for nominations
In this celebration we're moving away from the norm of pre-arranged
guest talks. Instead we're inviting YOU to make nominations:
which individuals or organisations would YOU like others to know
about and celebrate?
Please let us know who you think fit the bill by dropping an email to
culture@bishopstonsociety.org.uk.
Self-nominations are acceptable! Don't be shy - put yourself or your
organization forward!
Save the date!
Our celebration takes place on Tuesday, 2nd April 2019, venue:
Gloucester County Cricket Club: time 7.15pm for a 7.30pm start, finishing at 9.30 pm.

Old beech tree, St Andrews park
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Keep in touch meanwhile - more details (and lots more as always) are
available via www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk or use the above email
address for enquiries.
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Planning report
Our planning system is being watered down by Permitted
Development. How do we see the future shape of our towns and cities
being determined…by careful preparation of a Vision in consultation
with local communities and the monitoring of proposals before
construction OR by a 'laisser-faire' market-led approach where future
development is decided simply by what is most profitable? Since 2010
the Government has been steadily weakening the jurisdiction of the
planning system and housing policy, with the stated aim of encouraging
economic development, following the recession of 2008/12. In fact,
David Cameron was clearly frustrated by the planning system and
considered it the 'enemy of enterprise'.
One of the main tools the Government has created to free up the
building industry is 'Permitted Development', whereby certain types of
development are automatically approved in principle and do not
require planning permission. Examples of Permitted Development
currently in place are:

Conversion of Parkview Office Campus, Hengrove,
into residential with no affordable housing
- Demolition of pubs to redevelop for residential use

- Conversion of offices into residential use
Some 100,000 dwellings have so far been created by converting office
buildings under Permitted Development, with no requirement to
comply with Government standards on floor area, natural daylighting,
play facilities or to contribute to local infrastructure or affordable
housing. This planning loophole is so lucrative that investors have set
up companies specifically to exploit PD. The Parkview Office Campus
in Hengrove is about to be converted under PD into 630 dwellings, all of
which are below Gov. Space Standards and not one of which is affordable, losing 189 affordable units for Bristol. This PD right was initially
set up as a temporary measure. Bristol City Council lobbied against it
being made permanent, but it still went ahead. Zoe Wilcox, Head of
Planning said in 2015 'Permitted Development is doing nothing to contribute to the housing needs in Bristol'. All this at a time when affordable housing is so urgently required nationwide.
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After the loss of thousands of pubs nationally, the Government has
rescinded this policy realising, quite rightly, that pubs are important
community assets.
- Rear and rooftop extensions to houses.
We are only too aware of the increasing impact of poorly designed roof
extensions appearing in our area. TBS lobbied against PD for roof conversions.
- Parking in front gardens.
Again, the negative effects of destroying the street frontage/front
gardens and sterilising much needed on-street parking are only too
evident in Bishopston. Again, TBS lobbied against PD for parking in
front gardens.
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(left)
Poor roof extension
clearly visible from
the street
(below)
Parking in front
gardens.

The Government, notwithstanding the impact of PD to date, used the
Autumn Budget to introduce consultation on further planning reforms
under the title of 'Planning Reform: Supporting the high street and
increasing the delivery of new homes', (MHCLG Oct 2018). The main
thrust of the proposals is to free up alternative uses of vacant shops but,
far more concerning, to allow the UPWARD EXTENSION of existing
buildings to increase height/density on the high street and provide new
homes and, furthermore, to permit the DEMOLITION of commercial
buildings to make way for new residential development. All this
without planning permission, local consultation or contribution
towards local infrastructure.
1.0 MORE FLEXIBLE USES ON THE HIGH STREET
We support the change of use from shops to offices and/or residential
and, in particular, to community uses like libraries/health centres/
exhibition halls, where shops stand empty, to help the high street to
adapt and diversify. Furthermore, we support increased flexibility
between shops and offices, but have some reservations regarding
restaurants/cafes where straight change of use is not appropriate
without mitigation of impact from smells, noise and late-night opening.
2.0 UPWARD EXTENSION OF EXISTING BUILDINGS ON THE HIGH
STREET
Whilst we fully support the re-use of EXISTING upper levels above
shops for residential, rather than leaving them empty, and accept that it
can be successful to add accommodation to the right type of building in
the right location, we are extremely concerned at the proposal to allow
the UPWARD EXTENSION of commercial buildings on the high street,
under permitted development, to provide additional housing. As we
have seen over recent years with domestic roof extensions, permitted
development means uncontrolled development and poor design, which
is already spoiling our streets.
This proposal for upward development without control would open the
flood gates to extremely ugly/functional new upper levels on our high
streets. Quite apart from the townscape/heritage concerns, we should
not underestimate the practical complexity of adding additional storeys
to existing, often outdated, structures, not least regarding fire escape,
structural integrity, amenity, refuse, daylight, and parking etc.
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To allow 'ad hoc' upward extension on the high street without proper
design and control is ludicrous and would result in the disfigurement of
our local streetscene with more/larger cheap boxy extensions, showing
little respect for the character of the original building or the street as a
whole. This is not sensible policy.

lightweight structures they are not easy to convert after the event.
The most suitable buildings for upward extension are concrete flats or
offices which have a robust structure and services and would benefit
from a more attractive addition. The Bishopston area does not have any
such buildings.

Harsh modern blocks can be positively improved
by the addition of creative extensions.

Family house over the shop in Holland, built
1927 and in sympathy with streetscene.
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Premises Suitable for upward extension

Height

The consultation proposes that ALL commercial and residential buildings are potentially suitable for upward extension and asks what other
building types we consider might be suitable. We do not agree that all
buildings are suitable for upward extension. Large-surface buildings
like supermarkets and leisure centres make poor use of precious land
and would benefit greatly from residential units above. However, being

The consultation proposes a maximum height of 5 storeys for upward
extension of buildings under permitted development. This is excessive
by any standards and would lead to some highly prominent eyesores as
well as the overbearing of the street environment.
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Design Codes
The consultation refers repeatedly to high quality design housing, when
the track record of permitted development shows clearly that the result
is generally far from high quality. To raise the standard of design, it is
proposed to use Design Codes, to control the appearance and detail of
building extensions, by the imposition of certain rules. We are
convinced that this again is not a sensible/workable strategy, as Design
Codes only work with close supervision, which goes against the
principle of permitted development.

View of Gloucester Road. What are the chances of Design Codes safeguarding an attractive outcome from adding a further 3 storeys?
3.0 DEMOLITION OF COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS TO REDEVELOP
WITH HOUSING
We do not support the uncontrolled demolition of existing buildings to
make way for new residential development, as this will lead to the loss
of many good quality buildings like banks and warehouses which,
although not listed, are attractive and part of the history of any town
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and worth preserving and converting to new uses. It will usually be
more profitable to demolish and this should NOT be the default. If this
policy is ratified then Local Buildings of Merit (which are listed but not
protected) like the old bank at 248 Gloucester Road (for which there is
already a terrible planning permission, passed reluctantly on the third
submission), could be demolished, only to be replaced with second-rate
housing up to 5 storeys high. Once again, all without consultation,
planning permission or a contribution towards local infrastructure.

248 Gloucester Road. Local Building of Merit at risk
of demolition under new PD rules.
4.0 UPWARD EXTENSION OF INDIVIDUAL DWELLING HOUSES
Lastly, the consultation proposes that individual houses should also be
able to be UPWARDLY EXTENDED under permitted development.
We do not agree that the current permitted development right to
convert a loft space, which has already spoiled local houses and streets,
should be extended to permit the full upward extension of individual
houses, again potentially up to 5 storeys. Despite the implications for
local amenity, enlarging an individual house does nothing to solve the
housing crisis.
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CONCERNS EXPRESSED
We are generally in support of flexibility of use on the high street, to
keep buildings in use, but are extremely concerned about the potential
impact of large 2/3 storey extensions on top of existing buildings and,
furthermore, demolition of commercial buildings to accommodate new
housing which is poorly designed and specified. We are sure that the
negative impact on our townscape will be swift and dramatic.
Permitted Development is a straightforward gift to the private
development sector at the expense of the population as a whole, who
need satisfactory accommodation and facilities in order to live a decent
life. We can understand why the Government feels the need to stimulate
the economy to help the high street and provide new housing, but
cannot accept that deregulating development and removing proper
community involvement and scrutiny along with the need for a contribution towards development infrastructure and affordable housing is
sensible policy, at a time when quality housing and affordable housing,
in particular, is in such urgent need. It would be possible, surely, to
encourage development without giving away all community benefits to
the developer.
Civic Voice, the national charity for the civic movement in England,
expresses its considerable concerns
on the implications for this
proposed new legislation for local
development. The civic movement
is concerned about how any
changes to Permitted Development
Rights undermine the character of
an area and impact on public participation in the planning system.

The following extract from the Raynsford Report 2018 indicates how
seriously concerned we should be about the proposed changes to
existing legislation.
''Since 2010 the English planning system has gone through a period of
'radical' reform and deregulation, but the outcomes for communities,
the environment and the economy remain uncertain. Local government
planning departments are under growing pressure to perform, but many report
that they do not have sufficient resources, skills and capacity.
Evidence suggests that Local Plans have downgraded or removed policy on
affordable homes, climate change and social inclusion. All of this is
contributing to an increasing level of concern over the kinds of places that are
being delivered. Are we building the kinds of communities that the nation needs
and deserves?"
The TBS view is that, rather than relying on Permitted Development and
the whims of the 'market', local development should spring from a
creative vision of the most efficient/attractive proposals, agreed with
local communities and implemented to an appropriate standard for the
long term benefit of all local residents. The illustration above, taken
from the '2050 High in Hope' study proposes the densification of the
Cumberland Basin by the following means:
- Removal of the existing complex flyover system to reduce long term
maintenance costs and to liberate much needed land for new
development, particularly housing
- Creation of a new 'gateway' to Bristol from the south west
- Provision of new housing and offices plus a local cultural centre, all
within a quality urban setting overlooking the harbour

Joan Humble, Chair of Civic Voice,
said "The future of high streets
requires collaborative planning and
long term vision with the historic
environment at its heart. Investing in
the high street requires long-term
planning and whilst the government
believes the plans would help revive
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high streets and increase housing delivery, we think it will do the opposite and
we may end up with poor quality design housing without consideration for the
wider built environment, something we know is key to successful high streets".

- To build a barrage across the Avon setting the river at a constant level,
so as to enhance water-related amenity
This is the way to encourage future development for a positive outcome.
Neil Embleton
Vision for Cumberland Basin.
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Clean Air Bishopston - an update
Back in 2017, concerns over air quality issues in
Bishopston led to the formation of the campaign
group, Clean Air Bishopston (CAB), in partnership
with Sustainable Bishopston, Bristol Walking
Alliance and others including local councillors.
CAB's work is primarily health-focused, and its
vision is a Bishopston with clean air supporting
the health and quality of life of future generations
and, hopefully, of the present one.
The group emphasises not only the need to campaign to persuade
politicians to take on the air quality challenge but also the need for individual behaviour change and radical changes to our transport systems.
"Cars don't pollute, the people driving them do!" has been a point of
emphasis, for example.
In June last year, the CAB team laid on an event it termed a "community
call-out" on national Clean Air Day - see the Summer 2018 Newsletter.
Following this, a small - but very committed - group has been meeting
every month to discuss and plan the CAB campaign strategy. We have
limited resources so we are aiming to use good quality information and
focussed campaigns to nudge people to make personal changes which
will improve the air quality in Bishopston.
Because we are a small group we aim to leverage our campaign by 1. Making best possible use of social media (and therefore having
accurate and up to date contact lists)
2. Having a website that contains up to date and authoritative information and supports the social networking
3. Collaborating with groups and individuals that are sympathetic to
our aim.
The group is planning to organise a small number of events during
2019; the aim being to showcase air quality issues in the hope of rallying
wider support from people in the local community. In particular, the
group will be running an event on national Clean Air Day, which falls
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on Thursday 20 June 2019. Details of this event will be posted on our
website as soon as they have been finalised.
If you haven't already discovered the Clean Air Bishopston section on
the TBS website, please click on the CAB tab at the far right of the tabs
on the top of the home page. This will take you to http://www.
bishopstonsociety.org.uk/cab with the latest interesting articles we have
added on air pollution which deal with both local and national issues.
Kevin Molloy

*

*

*

*

Update on Bishopston and St Andrews
Traffic and Parking Group (BOSA)
We are pleased to report that it has been a busy year for BOSA which
started around this time in 2017 with the amalgamation of two informal
groups with shared concerns working in Bishopston and St. Andrews from this meeting of minds BOSA was formed.
In recent months, and particularly since the very well attended public
meeting held on 12th May hosted by Thangam Debbonaire MP, we have
been active collecting and disseminating information. We have also
been busy listening to the many hundreds of local residents who share
our concern about traffic levels, increasingly uncontrolled parking
(often by people from outside the area) and the safety and pollution
issues that flow from these central problems.
On July 23rd some of our members attended a very positive meeting
with Councillor Mhairi Threfall who was at the time Cabinet Member
for Transport and Connectivity. We were delighted that she committed
to making traffic officer time available to investigate our concerns and,
as we understood it, to commence consultation with local residents. She
commissioned a report from us in which she asked us to outline the
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principle issues and to quantify as far as possible the level of support for
area based solutions to the problems which might include a Residents
Parking Scheme - or a Managed Parking Scheme as we prefer to call it as
the benefits are shared between many users of local streets, not just the
residents.
Our detailed report was submitted as Councillor Threlfall requested but
unfortunately she had stepped down from the key post to contest the
Bristol North constituency at the next general election, which may come
sooner than we imagine!
Mayor Marvin Rees has now taken on the brief as transport supremo
and in a recent response to one of our regular questions to Full Council
he indicated that more evidence is needed of 'overwhelming support'
for an RPS in the Bishopston and St. Andrews area. We will be pursuing
this issue during the early part of 2019 with the help of our local
Councillors, some of whom have been very supportive and have given
substantial weight to our cause. We are also maintaining close contact
with our local MP, Thangam Debbonaire who continues to keep a close
eye on progress of our campaign.
We have been active in building relationships across the range of 'constituent' bodies in the neighbourhood and have made very positive links
with Gloucester Road traders who have very legitimate concerns about
the current parking arrangements and wish to work with us to see these
improved for the benefit of all, residents, visitors, traders and their staff,
and shoppers of course.
Our regular meetings are well attended and are open to local residents
who want to get involved in a positive way. At our last meeting we
welcomed a film crew who are part of a team making a series of programmes for Channel 5 about traffic and parking issues in Britain's
cities and how local communities cope with these challenges. The film
will be aired in April so watch this space! Meanwhile, if you want to
help, come to our meetings and if you agree with our concerns and
objectives do support our cause in whatever way you can.
BOSA
Contact details :- bishopstonstandrewstpgroup@gmail.com
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The Gloucester Road
International Festival of
Food & Drink

On 9 March 2019, this festival
will celebrate the diversity of
international food and drink
available on Gloucester Road,
represented by at least 20
different nations.
Restaurants and bars, butchers
and bakers, lounges and pubs,
greengrocers and corner stores
are all invited to do or offer
something special to showcase
their country's culture food, drink, flags, costumes,
music or art.

Food and drink outlets are
now the mainstay of the high
street, as busy people spend
less time cooking at home and
more time shopping for nonfood items on the internet.
The festival will pay tribute
not only to the variety of types
of food and drink business
but also to the range of
nations represented on our
Gloucester Road - including
Asia, Bangladesh, Brazil, China, England, Greece, India, Iran, Ireland,
Japan, Italy, Kerala, Korea, Lebanon, Persia, Poland, Scotland, Thailand,
Turkey and Wales.
The Festival will run all day on 9 March, organised by Gloucester Road
Enterprise & Trade (GRE&T) on a shoestring budget. GRE&T is
providing the theme and the advertising, but relying on the enterprise
and imagination of the individual businesses taking part to make it a
special day for high street locals and visitors from further away.
GRE&T is the voluntary membership association for businesses and other
organisations operating in the Gloucester Road 'Mile' area.
The Gloucester Road Mile, dubbed the 'Last Great British High Street',
runs from the 'Arches' to its junction with Filton Avenue.
Visit www.great-bristol.uk.
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Using the planning system to improve
our neighbourhood.
At a lively public meeting of The Bishopston Society in October 2018, a
range of powerful ideas for improving Bishopston was gathered.
The key question of the evening was "How can we as ordinary citizens
exploit people power to improve Bishopston?"
Confronted with how best to become involved in neighbourhood
planning to improve Bishopston, it was clear that one has to first understand something of the processes, complexities and indeed weaknesses
of Bristol City Council's planning system. Only then can we tackle poor
planning applications and influence subsequent council decisions on
these.
Our three speakers between them looked at differing aspects of the
planning system, at city, regional and national levels. Peter Insole from
the City Design Group of BCC talked about how the identification of
Conservation Areas across the city - areas of special historic and
architectural interest with a distinctive local character - has given a
certain degree of protection from insensitive and inappropriate
planning developments.
The recent extension of the Gloucester Road Conservation Area, with
which TBS was involved in both arguing for and subsequently identifying, has resulted in a long stretch of the road from the Arches to the
Sommerville Road junction and part of North Road now being included
within this designation.
Neil Embleton, an architect and the Society's spokesperson who
responds to local planning applications illustrated some of the issues
and problems arising from poorly designed planning applications.
Many dormers and extensions built into roof spaces are particularly
prone to ugly designs.
Converting front gardens to parking spaces also changes the local street
scene for the worse, cumulatively reducing the important green space
that our gardens create for biodiversity and also often having an
adverse effect on natural drainage.
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Government legislation has introduced Permitted Development,
ostensibly to help boost the economy, but effectively allowing such
developments to go ahead without requiring scrutiny or vetting by the
Planning Authority. In addition to allowing roof extensions and parking
in front gardens, Permitted Development now also allows the
temporary change of use from shop to café, without requiring the
normal quality checks.
A recent local example of this is at 164 Gloucester Road where over 50
objections were received from local residents. We have an option to try
and change this legislation through lobbying of our local MP.
We are of course largely powerless to influence large scale planning
developments such as the 6000 houses being built just outside our area
in South Gloucestershire around Cribbs Causeway and Patchway. This
will considerably increase traffic volume along the Gloucester Road and
doubtless exacerbate local parking problems.
Removal of the toll on the Severn Bridge is predicted to create another
16,000 extra cars a day using it, many of which will be coming into the
Bristol area. Local large-scale economic development of new Lidl, Aldi
and Home Bargains stores now being built on Muller Road will only
make traffic problems in this area even more difficult than at present.
Gentrification of the area with many newer house buyers coming from
London means there is pressure to enlarge properties. Associated with
this change in affluence and local demographic, there is also a growing
trend for more and larger vehicles per household. We will need to be
active to try and combat the worst of these effects.
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Pushing for local Residents Parking Zones in Bishopston and
St Andrews and trying to extend Conservation areas into some of our
more architecturally interesting and diverse streets are two possible
measures we need to consider.
Alison Bromilow, representing Bristol Neighbourhood Planning
Network and active in the Bishopston, Cotham and Redland
Community Partnership and other local organisations then took us
through the three levels of planning - the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), the Regional Joint Spatial Plan (JSP) and the Local
Plan.
While we can have little effect on the NPPF or JSP, we can affect what
happens in our area by becoming involved in the Local Plan.

Help Bishopston have the voice it deserves
by becoming a member!
As a member you will receive two newsletters a year and be consulted on
local issues. We hold two public meetings a year with plenty of topical
discussion. Depending on your interests, you are also welcome to join the
committee or become involved with its work and activities.
Name
Address (please print)
Telephone

We can find out about planning applications on TBS's website new
Planning Portal: https://bishopstonsociety.org.uk/planning

(Evenings & Week-ends)

Comments on any application have to be summarised by the Planning
Officer.

E-Mail (please print)

Alison's advice on commenting on planning applications is to:-

Signature:
Subscriptions were due on July 1st - cheques should be made payable to
The Bishopston Society: £9 pa for individuals or £13 pa for two adults at the
same address. Please return your application with subscription to:

• Pick out the salient points
• Stick strictly to planning issues
• Ask planning officers 'why do they feel a particular/specific feature
isn't worth protecting'?
Other suggestions from the meeting included:• Case officers need to be given more comments which clearly spell out
how some planning designs are bad for this area.
• Training more craftsmen for the building industry would be reflected
in better design and quality of build in modern developments
• We need to be aware of the aims of the Council for the future
development of Bristol, particularly the contested and controversial
vision of the Mayor for high rise developments.
Simon Randolph

Richard Farrow, Garden Flat, 85 Hampton Park, Redland, Bristol. BS6 6LQ
OR if you want to pay online, go to www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk/joinus,
fill in the Join Now! form, and follow the simple steps.
Please note that your details will be held on a database for contact purposes.
If you have new neighbours, perhaps you could let them know about
The Bishopston Society.
Extra copies of the newsletter can be obtained from
Lionel White (0117 9445687)
The Bishopston Society's mission is to secure the improvement of local amenities
and the social, environmental and historic character of Bishopston, and to become
the recognized voice of the area on these matters.
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www.bishopstonsociety.org.uk
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The Sportsman pub,
Nevil Road (above)
Old Rectory, Gloucester
Road
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